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Author's response to reviews: see over
I tried to edit the whole manuscript and included valuable comments of reviewers, Dr Radcliffe and Dr Saxena: Corrections or removing of informal sentences, consistent use of scientific abbreviations, and revision of grammar and quality of English language:

Dr Radcliffe comments:
- Purpose > to describe...
- VA = visual acuity
- IOL = intraocular lens...all edited
- General anesthesia...hearing problem...corrected
- Fortunately> Ther were no...corrected
- The same procedure...
- Typo...corrected
- Quality of English ..revised

Dr. Saxena's comments:
- Abbreviations must be consistent...done
- Case 2 p 2 line 3 Add...
- Page 3 line 4 dual sensory loss...(seeing and hearing loss)
- page 3 line 12 ...revised
- page 3 line 15 ...added
- page 3 line 23...changed
- page 3 conclusion...deleted, changed,
- References...changed
- Quality of English revised.